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Figure 5. (a) 3D view of the Gullfaks geomodel used as mean prior model in our case study; (b) XZ-section through the discretized geomodel

with overlaid observed topology graph showing the inter- and intra-fault block relations of geobodies.

faults, three horizon tops Tarbert (red), Ness (purple) and Etive (green), and the Base Cretaceous Unconformity (BCU, yellow).

To create the geomodel, we exported the corresponding seismic interpretation data from Petrel and imported them into Python.

The surface interpretations were then decimated down to 510 surface points and 187 surface orientations, via a target reduction

of 80 % per fault block or surface using the VTK-based decimation functionality of pyvista (Sullivan and Kaszynski, 2019),

to retain the best possible surface shape while allowing fast implicit geomodel construction times in GemPy.5

The prior parametrization consists of two different kinds of uncertain parameters: (i) vertical location of the layer interfaces

for within each fault block; (ii) the lateral location of the fault interfaces. This parametrization is similar to the synthetic fault

model (all specifications are listed in Table 2 in the Appendix), and all sets of surface points within each individual fault block

were perturbed together to retain surface shape. This parametrization was chosen to demonstrate how even a few uncertain

parameters in an uncertainty modeling workflow can lead to highly uncertain results, especially regarding the topology graphs10

of the resulting geomodel ensembles in real-world geomodels. We then conducted a sensitivity study of the topological spread

with respect to the geomodel resolution. This allowed us to determine the appropriate geomodel resolution necessary for our

experiment. Next, we performed three separate simulations to compare different approaches:

1. A Monte Carlo simulation of the prior uncertainty for 1000 samples, to evaluate the spatial uncertainty and the topo-

logical spread of the resulting geomodel ensemble. This serves as our ’base case’ uncertainty for comparison with the15

following two simulations.

2. An ABC-REJ simulation using the initial geomodel topology graph (see Fig. 5b) to represent our geological knowledge.

We used an error threshold of ε= 0.025 for 1000 accepted posterior samples, as the threshold was small enough to

constrain the posterior topology spread to the initial geomodel topology graph.

3. An ABC-SMC simulation using the same initial geomodel topology graph. We ran six SMC epochs using ε values of20

0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.075, 0.05 and 0.025. Each epoch was run for 1000 accepted posterior samples.
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(a) 3-D geomodel surface view


